Jaguar s type

Announced 30 September [1] it was a technically more sophisticated development of the Mark 2
, offering buyers a more luxurious alternative without the size and expense of the Mark X. The
S-Type sold alongside the Mark 2, as well as the Jaguar following its release in The Jaguar Mark
2 was introduced in and sold throughout most of the s. It had a live rear axle and was powered
by the XK six-cylinder engine first used in the Jaguar XK of In the Mark 2 the engine was
available in 2. In Jaguar launched two new models. The full size Jaguar Mark X saloon
pronounced mark ten used Jaguar's new independent rear suspension and a triple SU
carburettor version of the 3. The other new car for was the Jaguar E-Type sports car, which
shared the same 3. Having released the Mark X with its many technical refinements, Jaguar
boss Sir William Lyons expected the Mark 2 would need updating with similar features if it was
to retain its place in the market. The S-Type was a major redevelopment of the Mark 2. It used a
mid-scale version of the Mark X independent rear suspension to replace the Mark 2's live rear
axle and featured longer rear bodywork, among other styling and interior changes. The S-Type
was available with either 3. By the time of the S-Type's release in , the Mark 2 remained an
unexpectedly strong seller despite its age. Although the Mark X was selling less well than
hoped, especially in its intended market of the U. The Mark X was renamed "G" in and was
joined by another new model, the 4. The was developed to replace the S-Type but because some
demand remained for the S-Type, all four saloon models Mark 2, S-Type, and G remained on
sale until the arrival of the Jaguar XJ6 in The XJ6 replaced all but the G in the Jaguar range. No
new engines were developed for the S-Type. The 3. The lower powered 3. It was released a few
months after the 3. Whereas the 3. Major changes were made to the S-Type's steering system.
The Burman power steering system in the Mark 2, with its 4. In the S-Type it was replaced by a
higher-geared Burman unit of 3. The heating and ventilating system of the Mark 2 was not
considered adequate for the more upmarket S-Type and was replaced with an improved system.
Separate control of ventilation direction was provided for both driver and front seat passenger.
Warm air could also be directed to the rear passengers through an outlet situated on the
propeller shaft tunnel cover between the two front seats. A key element of the Mark X that
Jaguar wanted to include in the S-Type was its sophisticated, and by then widely acclaimed,
Jaguar independent rear suspension. The suspension was a revelation at the time of its
introduction, and remained the benchmark against which others were judged until the s.
Essentially a double wishbone setup, it uses the driveshaft as the upper wishbone. It carries the
drive, braking, suspension and damping units in a single fabricated steel crossbridge , which is
isolated from the bodyshell by rubber blocks. The S-Type used the same subframe mounted,
coil sprung , twin wishbone front suspension as the Mark 2. Sir William wanted to introduce
some of the Mark X's sleeker and sharper lines into the S-Type but with limited time and money
available, most effort was applied to restyling the rear bodywork. The S-Type was given
extended rear bodywork similar to that on the Mark X, which also gave it a much larger boot
than the Mark 2. Relatively minor changes were made to the frontal styling of the car in an
attempt to balance the longer rear styling, but the overall effect at the front was still very
rounded. The only change made to the center section was to flatten and extend the rear roof
line, which made the car look larger and helped to give rear seat passengers slightly more
headroom. The styling of the S-Type was regarded by many of those who worked on it as being
not altogether successful. The mismatch between the horizontal lines of its rear styling and the
rounded front was least flattering when viewing the car from the front quarter. This ref. People
like myself had to take the stick for producing such an abomination! Perhaps I shouldn't call it
that, but I think everyone was very pleased to see the end of the S and move on to the It seemed
an odd-looking vehicle. The reasonable sales success of the S-Type prior to the release of the
Jaguar suggests that not everyone was as offended by its styling as Mr Crouch. Nevertheless,
the did "finish the job" in a styling sense by adding to the car a squarer, four-headlamp front
end more like that of the Mark X. Among the significant styling changes between the Mark II and
the S-Type were: [5] the tail was extended, with styling features similar to the Mark X, but scaled
down; the Mark 2's spats over the rear wheels were deleted and the rear guards reshaped and
brought lower over the wheels; new slimline bumpers were used front and rear, the front
bumper still featuring a dip to reveal the full depth of the radiator grille ; wraparound indicators
and low mounted sidelights were added at the bottoms of the front wings; the fog lamps were
recessed more deeply into the wing fronts; the grille was given a thicker surround and center
bar; the headlamps were given a small peak, making the car look longer and thus going some
way towards balancing the longer tail; the roofline was lowered, made flatter and extended
rearwards slightly; and the rear window became larger and more upright. Starting with the Mark
2's unitary bodyshell, Jaguar's engineers had to alter it to accommodate the independent rear
suspension's extra bulk and weight and to extend the rear bodywork. Structural changes at the
front were minimal and no changes at all were made to the inner scuttle, windscreen or

dashboard structure. Changes to the rear seat accommodation gave the impression of far
greater room than in the rear of a Mark 2 and changes to the front of the cabin also gave the
impression of greater luxury. These changes did, however, leave longer legged rear seat
passengers in a fairly uncomfortable 'knee-high' posture. A contemporary road test by
Autosport magazine [6] [7] was typical in describing the "on paper" performance of the 3.
Despite its extra weight, the S-Type's independent rear suspension allowed it to corner faster
than the Mark 2, especially on uneven surfaces. Other benefits ascribed to the rear suspension
were better traction and a much smoother ride for rear seat passengers. Some enthusiasts rued
the loss of the Mark 2's "driftability" and noted that the S-Type suffered more body roll during
high speed cornering but the consensus was that the S-Type provided significant
improvements over the Mark 2 in roadholding, safety and ride comfort. Car and Driver [8]
concluded its test report on a 3. The latter two classifications come particularly clear to anyone
who spends much time with the car in the wet, when the sure-footedness of its all independent
suspension and the Dunlop RS-5 tyres makes its responsive handling an absolute revelation.
The S-Type represents a great step forward for what has always been a fine automobile.
Recorded performance figures obviously differed between testers and gearbox options but for
the purposes of comparison, the following contemporary data are typical:. Several significant
changes were made to the S-Type's interior and mechanicals during its six years in production.
Of the various performance enhancing mechanical changes, most were applied to both the 3.
These were:. The only production development not shared by both the 3. In a dashboard switch
was provided for the heated rear window, which had previously remained "on" as long as the
ignition was on, leading to instances of flat batteries. Though introduced in , only a small
number of S-Types was produced in that year. The S-Type did not manage to overtake the Mark
2's production figures until It repeated the feat in , the year in which the Jaguar and its
badge-engineered partner the Daimler Sovereign were introduced. Sales of the S-Type in , its
last year of production, fell below four figures. The G continued to be available until Production
figures for each year of the S-Type's life were: â€” 43 â€” 7, â€” 9, â€” 6, â€” 1, â€” Rear
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